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Case Study: Germany at the forefront.

Germany had made radical changes to its energy economy over the last decade. The bedrock of this has been 
a huge push into renewables, which has seen a massive 40GW increase in installed capacity. In 2000, 
Germany produced 6.4% of its power from renewables. In 2011, this was 20.1% (Bundesamt). At the same 
time Germany has managed to reduce energy consumption by 7.3%, whilst increasing the volume of its 
exports by 40%. This is only the beginning. 

Germany’s Renewable Build Out 1990 to 2010                                

�

                                                                                                              Source: German Environmental Ministry 

The German government intends to generate 35% of its power needs from renewables by 2020, and 
reduce energy consumption by 20% over this period (Federal Ministry for the Environment, Renewable 
Energy Sources in Figures, 2012). 

Germany’s Energy Plan

�

                                                                        Source: German Environmental Ministry 
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Germany has no choice but to be a leader in the next energy revolution.   

Germany has very limited quantities of oil and gas and has to import approximately 60% of its energy needs. 
This amount has been steadily increasing since the early 1970s and is a clear risk to the German economy. 
Germany is an economy built around designing and producing products which require significant energy inputs 
for both manufacturing and distribution. It must take its energy German citizens not only own renewable power 
installations individually. There are also a huge number of localised distribution initiatives that socialise energy 
supply. This includes the current initiative in Berlin to buy the power distribution network from the utility 
Vattenfall.  There has been a rapid expansion of their community energy systems. Germany’s industrial players 
- such as Bosch, Infineon, Siemens, VW, BMW - are at the forefront of the current energy revolution and the 
German government has been quick to put in place innovative legislation (such as feed in tariffs) to push 
forward the transformation. In the summer of 2011, the German government passed eight new pieces of 
legislation, all designed to push different aspects of that transformation.  

Germany’s 2011 decision to close all its nuclear power stations was greeted with a mixture of shock and 
disbelief across much of the world. This should not have been a surprise. Germany would have preferred to 
have made the decision 25 years earlier, after the Chernobyl accident, but it did not have alternative solutions. 
Today it does.  The solution has come in the form of digital power. Use less energy (and renewable sources) 
and use this energy more intelligently. Current projections of new nuclear electricity costs, above wholesale 
power prices, make this policy change all the more coherent.

A ‘game change’ in energy thinking.

Part of Germany’s success, in building out renewables, has been the use of feed-in-tariffs (FiTs) rather than 
other support mechanisms such as grants, tax incentives and renewable obligations. FiTs have brought 
forward a new class of investors to promote the growth of renewable energy. They have done so eagerly. 
Utilities, in contrast, have not led the building out of renewables because such projects do not generate the 
double-digit financial returns they require.   

Today, some 22GW of German renewable power capacity is owned by private individuals; twice the total UK 
renewable capacity. Meanwhile, the big four German utilities own a mere 4 GW of capacity in their domestic 
market  (Trend:Research, 2011). In fact, the largest German utility, E-On has built more renewable assets over 
the last decade in the UK than in Germany. The reason is undoubtedly because returns on UK renewable 
projects are higher than in Germany. This is not a surprise, given the UK’s reliance on Renewable Obligations. 
As a result, cost estimates for the UK onshore wind market that are markedly higher than in Germany, despite 
the UK having 25% more wind.  

According to a study done for the British energy ministry (DECC) the levelised cost of UK onshore wind will be 
close to £90/MWh for projects starting in 2013 (MacDonald, 2010). In contrast, Germany’s FIT is below those 
levels at €90/MWh. Even more dramatic is a comparison with Ireland, which has similar wind conditions to the 
UK. It offers a 15 year feed in tariff of €57-59/MWh and has managed to install 2GW of onshore in the last 
decade; at least half what the UK has achieved over the same period. 

Germany has also been unafraid to take on its Utilities. 

Despite utilities having huge lobby groups with considerable resources, the German government has put 
considerable pressure on its utilities. This has not just been in the decision to exit nuclear (which will remove 
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billions of subsidies a year). The FiTs legislation, and the decision to give priority grid access for all 
renewables, means that German solar and wind energy are the first power sources fed in to the energy 
system. It leaves incumbent power providers to alter their energy mix and output to ensure a balance between 
power demand and supply. 

The result of this change is that German utilities no longer control energy supply as they once did. Moreover, 
their price-setting power has also been diminished by the fact that renewable sources drive down peak 
demand (and peak prices). 

Renewables in the German energy mix - Solar (yellow), Wind (green)

� �                                                 
.                                                                                                                                               Source ;EEX

German utilities have progressively lost credibility with the public as well as with government. One year ago, 
the German utilities were threatening to sue the German government over its decision to exit nuclear, while at 
the same time screaming about the increased risk of blackouts and higher power prices. The result was the 
exact opposite. 

German power prices, after a brief rise last April, have fallen to a five year low, thanks mainly to ramping up 
renewable energy capacity. This saw 9.5GW (including 7.5GW of solar) installed on the grid in 2011. Moreover, 
Germany remains a net exporter of power, especially during the day, when low priced power is exported across 
the EU (inc to the UK).

�

German Future Power Prices Source: EEX 
�3
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As continental power markets became increasingly connected, power prices in France, Poland and other 
surrounding countries have also fallen. Furthermore, if renewable generating capacity is in any way correlated 
with peak power needs, the bearish impact on electricity prices can be significant. This is clearly the case with 
solar. Even in Germany, which is not always blessed with much sun, this can be clearly observed on an 
average summer’s day.  This is bad news for utility businesses, as the margin between peak and baseload 
prices has contracted to an almost all time low. Peak load pricing is when utilities generate their highest 
margin. This ‘bad news’ for energy utilities has, however, been very good news for German industry. 

Germany’s peak power pricing on a particular day

�

                                                                                                                                                    Source: EEX

The future is about flexible power. 

One of the major criticisms of renewable power is intermittency; that it cannot provide baseload power 
operating 24/7. The sun does not shine at night and the wind does not blow all day long. But there are 
baseload renewable resources such as geothermal, hydro and biomass power stations. There are also smarter 
solutions available for dealing with intermittency issues.

First and foremost, combine intermittent renewables with more flexible power (such as natural gas, hydro 
plants and high efficiency coal plants) as well as energy storage facilities (including pumped and hydrogen 
storage). Second, simply move the electricity from where it is generated to where it is needed. Fundamentally, 
we need to move away from our obsession with base-load power and peak-load power. We may have thought 
this way for over 100 years but, with today’s technology, we do not need to have power stations running 24 
hours a day.  What we need is some intelligence built into our energy systems. This requires different thinking 
about the investment going into the heart of our power system, the grid. 

The electricity grid, as it stands, is a senseless mass of wires, transmission lines, transformers, controllers and 
substations, which delivers electricity from power plants to the user. It is an ageing system, over fifty years old 
in most of the western world. Due to planning permission difficulties surrounding transmission lines, it can take 
many years to build new ones. The solution is to use the grid we have and simply make it smarter. 

�4
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Smarter grid technology will make the grid more stable and flexible. It will also mitigate the risk of power 
outages.  This is the nature of tomorrow’s energy grid. It is where Germany has been investing heavily. 

The Grid is changing, becoming decentralised after a century of one way traffic

�

                                                                                                                                       Source: Alexa Capital 

Advanced, low-cost, renewable energy is, much like the internet, highly distributed. It requires ‘uploading’ of 
energy on a decentralised and intermittent basis. Uploading this new energy is forcing new (and different) 
investment in the grid. The German grid is the most reliable in Europe, with the average consumer 
experiencing only 19 minutes of downtime in 2009. This was despite the fact that the German grid now copes 
with the stresses and strains of its 20% of renewable energy capacity (RWE, 2011). A combination of intelligent 
simulation tools, good control systems, solid engineering and innovative power electronics has allowed the 
German grid to achieve this stability and strength.

Germany’s power landscape from 1990 to today, with over 1m power producers

�

                                                                                                                                    Source: Alexa Capital 
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From a weakness to a strength

In the face of a growing dependency on energy imports, and the associated risks to its economy, Germany has 
been assertive in embracing modern solutions to transform its energy infrastructure. Not only has the 
government been bold in decommissioning its nuclear fleet and supporting the build out of renewable energy 
technologies, it has also recognised the importance of decentralising its energy infrastructure at an early stage. 
As a result, Germany boasts one of the world’s most reliable grid infrastructures. This is only at the beginning 
of its transformation into a truly smart grid. Forward thinking in shaping its energy policy has left Germany in 
the enviable position of being able to increasingly meet its energy needs and supply its laggard neighbours 
with energy surpluses from its renewable portfolio.

Germany’s changing power mix 1970, 2010, 2035

�  �  �

                                                                                                                                    Source: Alexa Capital 

More than ever, energy holds the key to progress and prosperity. Energy is no longer about fossil fuels, or the 
ideal renewable energy technology. Energy doctrine must address how energy is produced, distributed, 
consumed and managed at all levels. 

Germany’s energy transformation will continue to take time and further investment, but its trend towards 
decentralisation is clear. So too is its commitment to an energy future that is rooted in becoming lighter, 
brighter, technology driven, more secure and renewable. It provides a blueprint for others to follow and improve 
upon. 

This is a transformation that begins from a clear energy vision rather than a set of current market fixes. 
Fundamentally, it is what all countries will have to address.  

Alan Simpson

�6
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Thank you for the opportunity to input views from the SD alliance on the draft Order to 

amend section 79, GOW Act. Due to the shortness of the response time, we have not had 

time to fully consult and agree these points with the full membership of the Alliance. These 

views represent the views of members who were able to respond within this time frame. 

COMMENTS ON THE ORDER 

1. Section 79 can be seen as a vestige of very limited and largely executive devolution in 

Wales, where defining the powers and duties of the Welsh executive (whether it be 

the Assembly in GOWA 1998 or the Welsh Ministers under GOWA 2006 pre-2011 

referendum) was considered to be the proper job of the UK Parliament, and not that 

of the National Assembly.   

2. With the continuation of the devolution process, we are now considering the draft of 

an Order in Council to amend GOWA 2006, so as to bring section 79 of GOWA within 

the Assembly‟s competence.   

3. Section 79 of GOWA contains the sustainable development duty which applies to 

Welsh Ministers, i.e. to have a Sustainable Development Scheme (but no duty to 

implement it). This is a historically significant duty, appreciated widely as a 

cornerstone of Wales duty on Sustainable Development.  

4. The Wellbeing of Future Generations Bill creates a more complex set of obligations 

and processes which apply to Welsh Ministers and also to public bodies and which 

give rise to the more extensive duties. 

5. How section 79 sits alongside the Bill has been an open question.  The Bill does not 

contain any reference to section 79 GOWA.   

6. The Explanatory Memorandum that came with the draft Order in Council (para 19) 

says that “the amendment to  section 79 of the 2006 Act will ensure alignment and 

consistency between the two pieces of legislation and provide clarity in the statute 

book.” 

7. So it is clear that there is an intention to align the two pieces of legislation, but 

unfortunately it is not clear how this is to be done.  There is no draft amendment or 

amendments to section 79 (which it is stated will be tabled to the WFG Bill) on which 

we or the committee can comment. 

8. This is a very wide enabling power. The instrument as drafted gives carte blanche to 

the Ministers and could result in a much weaker form of words than exists currently. 

9.  It does not contain any constraints on the changes which could be made.  It does not 

for instance provide that the section 79 duty can only be strengthened and not 

diluted.  So in future the Assembly or Welsh Ministers could (if this Order were 

made) repeal section 79 entirely. 

10. From one perspective, Section 79 can be seen as a “safety net” – it is the minimum 

that Welsh Ministers must do in relation to Sustainable Development (SD), and 

SD ALLIANCE 
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therefore it may be appropriate to ensure that they cannot promote legislation in the 

Assembly to remove or weaken that safety net. 

11. It would not be appropriate to pass such an open ended order without seeing draft 

amendments which the Minister intends to table. 

12. A potential outcome of amending section 79 is that the provisions of the FG Bill 

replace the duty to have an SD scheme. Therefore, the existing SD scheme, One 

Wales One Planet (OWOP), would cease to function.  

13. OWOP has gained widespread and cross party support for its ground breaking 

approach to SD, reflecting ten years experience of developing SD schemes. 

14. Specifically we are concerned to ensure the following key elements of OWOP are not 

lost as a result of this Order.  

1) The comprehensive definition of sustainable development, which 

incorporates the key concepts of „living within environmental limits, using 

a fair share of the Earth‟s resources‟ and is set in a specifically Welsh 

context. 

2) The comprehensive explanation of internationally recognised SD 

principles 

3) The clear structure of long term visions (goals), key outcomes and 

measurable and time-bound aims, such as „reducing greenhouse gas 

emissions by 3% a year by 2011….‟ 

4) Independent review of the effectiveness of the Scheme. 

Recommendations 

We consider that a number of issues in the Order and Explanatory Memorandum should be 

clarified in order to ensure that the current protections afforded by section 79, GOWA are 

not weakened or put at risk. 

15. Request the Minister lays draft amendments before the committee, prior to the 

committee passing the Order. 

16. The Order should provide that the section 79 duty can only be strengthened and not 

diluted.  

17. Due to the high constitutional significance of this clause, we recommend that the 

Committee seek to ensure that, in future, section 79 should only be amended  by 

primary legislation, with the full scrutiny of the Assembly. 

18. The key elements of OWOP, outlined in paragraph 14, should be incorporated into 

the FG Bill. 

19. The Bill must be absolutely clear that in respect of Welsh Government, the objectives 

and annual reports (clauses 9 and 13) replace the provisions of section 79 GOWA, in 

regard to the SD Scheme and the Programme for Government. 
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20. If it is the intention that the Future Generations report replaces the independent 

effectiveness review, then the powers and the duties of the Commissioner should be 

reviewed to ensure this is achieved. 

 

12.11.14 

 

 

 

 

 

For further information, please contact either of the authors of this response. 

Anne Meikle,  WWF Cymru. ameikle@wwf.org.uk. 02920 454970 

Haf Elgar, FOE Cymru. haf.elgar@foe.co.uk 02920 229634 
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With reference to the  proposal for an Order under section 109 of the 

Government of Wales Act 2006 relating to legislative competency to 

amend section 79 of that Act (sustainable development)  

  

I understand that the order would amend Schedule 7 to the2006 Act so 

as to confer legislative competence upon the National Assembly for 

Wales to make modification of, or confer power by 

subordinate  legislation to make modification of, section 79 (sustainable 

development) of the Government of Wales Act 2006 ("the 2006 Act"). 

 

I would fully endorse the importance of this order in order to enable the 

proper functioning of the Wellbeing of Future Generations Bill and to 

avoid duplication of processes between the new legislation and the 

existing duties under section 79. 

 

I have made it clear in my submission on the Wellbeing of Future 

Generations Bill that the new legislation addresses weaknesses in the 

existing duty, which have been well documented through previous 

evaluations and effectiveness reviews. 

 

I would be pleased to provide more detail and write formally in this 

respect in my Commissioner role in this respect if this is helpful. 

 

Best wishes 

 

Peter 

 

 

Peter Davies 

 

Comisiynydd Dyfodol Cynaliadwy / Sustainable Futures Commissioner 

Cadeirydd Comisiwn Cymru ar y Newid yn yr Hinsawdd / Chairman 

Climate Change Commission for Wales 
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Annex A – Proposed draft provision amending GoWA section 79

This provision would be brought forward as a Government amendment to the Well-
being of Future Generations (Wales) Bill as soon as possible, at Stage 3 of scrutiny.

X Promotion of sustainable development

For section 79 of the Government of Wales Act 2006 (sustainable development) 
substitute—

“79 Sustainable development

(1) The Welsh Ministers must, in the exercise of their functions, 
make appropriate arrangements to promote sustainable 
development.

(2) After each financial year the Welsh Ministers must publish a 
report containing a statement of the arrangements made in 
pursuance of subsection (1) that had effect during that financial 
year and must lay a copy of the report before the Assembly.

(3) The arrangements referred to in subsection (1) may be made by 
the Welsh Ministers exercising their functions under section 8(1) 
of the Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2014 (duty 
of Welsh public bodies to set objectives and take steps to meet 
them in accordance with the sustainable development 
principle).”.
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Annex B : Comparison of duties in respect of sustainable 
development

GoWA 2006 s79 WFG Bill Draft Revised s79 GoWA

Make a scheme to 
promote SD (s.79(1))

Set well-being objectives 
which are designed to 
contribute to the well-
being goals (s7).

Apply the sustainable 
development principle in 
setting and achieving 
sustainable development 
(s8).

Make appropriate 
arrangements to promote 
sustainable development 

Comparison WFG is more prescriptive as to what the Welsh 
Ministers should do and moves beyond a ‘promote’ duty 
and separate scheme, to well-being objectives that are 
the core principles of Welsh Ministers plans.

Keep the SD scheme 
under review and may 
remake or revise

Make a statement 
including how the Welsh 
Ministers propose to keep 
the duty under review (s8 
(3)).

No requirements.

Comparison Rather than keeping the scheme under review, the Bill 
focuses on reviewing how the Welsh Ministers propose 
to fulfil the duty.

Publish a report on how 
scheme proposals have 
been implemented in the 
year

Publish a report on the 
progress it has made in 
meeting its well-being 
objectives, including the 
application of the 
sustainable development 
principle (s13).

Report on the 
arrangements made in 
that financial year 

Comparison A reporting mechanism has been retained.

Following an election 
publish a report 
containing an 
assessment of 
effectiveness

No requirements. No requirements.

Comparison Whilst there is no specific requirement for an 
assessment of effectiveness by the Welsh Ministers, 
the Future Generations Commissioner is separately 
under a duty to publish a regular Future Generations 
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Report (s.21 of the Bill). As the scope of the new 
sustainable development duty covers identified public 
bodies in comparison to s79 GoWA it is therefore an 
assessment of the improvements which public bodies 
should make in applying the sustainable development 
principle.
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Alun Ffred Jones AC 
Cadeirydd Pwyllgor yr Amgylchedd a Chynaliadwyedd  

Cynulliad Cenedlaethol Cymru  

Tŷ Hywel 
Bae Caerdydd  
Caerdydd  

CF99 1NA 

 

 
 
Annwyl Alun 
 
Diolch am eich llythyr dyddiedig 28 Hydref.  Roedd yr ymchwiliad, yn fy marn i, yn 
ddefnyddiol gan iddo dynnu sylw at bryderon y rhanddeiliaid coedwigaeth a’n helpu i 
glustnodi’r meysydd lle gallai Cyfoeth Naturiol Cymru weithio gyda Llywodraeth Cymru 
mewn partneriaeth â’r sector i ddatblygu cynllun i gryfhau’r gefnogaeth i’r diwydiant 
coedwigaeth.  
 
Dyma’r meysydd hynny: 
 
1.      Gwella ansawdd y cyfathrebu â’r sector coedwigaeth 
2.      Bod yn fwy agored ynghylch rheoliadau coedwigaeth a lefelau cydymffurfio  
3.      Bod yn fwy agored ynghylch ffeithiau a ffigurau cynhyrchu pren, rhagolygon a chyflenwi 
4.      Rheolaeth well ar gynhyrchu a chyflenwi pren ar ystâd goed Llywodraeth Cymru ac 

adnodd coedwigoedd Cymru 
5.      Cydnabod effaith rheoli adnoddau naturiol mewn ffordd integredig a gwneud 

penderfyniadau ar sail ecosystem ar yr hyn y mae Llywodraeth Cymru’n ei wneud trwy 
ei strategaeth goedwigaeth, Coetiroedd i Gymru ac yn y sector coedwigaeth 

6.      Pennu rôl a phwrpas ystâd goed Llywodraeth Cymru a’i blaenoriaeth strategol o ran rhoi 
blaenoriaethau polisi Llywodraeth Cymru ar waith  

7.      Gwella’r gefnogaeth i’r sector coedwigaeth i weithredu yn unol â blaenoriaethau polisi 
Llywodraeth Cymru trwy dargedu cyllid, cyngor ac arweiniad yn effeithiol 

8.      Hyrwyddo buddiannau coedwigaeth  
9.      Cadarnhau bod digon o sgiliau coedwigaeth yn Cyfoeth Naturiol Cymru 
10.   Paratoi adroddiadau ar gynnydd.  
 
Mae Cyfoeth Naturiol Cymru a Llywodraeth Cymru’n gweithio eisoes gyda’r sector 
coedwigaeth i ddatblygu cynllun ar gyfer gweithredu’r 10 maes allweddol uchod.  Bydd 
amcanion penodol iddo.  
 

13 Tachwedd 2014 
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Fel ym mhob corff newydd, daw cyfnod pan fydd yn rhaid rhoi ar waith y newidiadau 
anorfod i’r trefniadau blaenorol.  Bydd hynny’n destun peth siom ond rwy’n siŵr y gwnewch 
chi gytuno fod y corff newydd yn mynd rhagddo’n dda.  Rwy’n credu y bydd hynny’n parhau.  
Mae staff ac aelodau Cyfoeth Naturiol o ddifrif ynghylch eu gwaith, ac fel ein corff rheoli tir 
mwyaf, maen nhw’n ymroi i ddarparu gwasanaeth sy’n gwella i bobl Cymru.  Mae ganddyn 
nhw lond côl o waith i’w wneud ac er mai megis dechrau ydym ni ar hyn o bryd, gyda 
chefnogaeth eu rhanddeiliaid a’u partneriaid, byddan nhw’n cryfhau.  Dyna pam rwy’n 
croesawu’r argymhellion y mae’r Pwyllgor wedi’u rhoi ger fy mron mewn cysylltiad â’r 
ymchwiliad hwn.  
 
Rwy’n cyfarfod yn rheolaidd â Phrif Weithredwr Cyfoeth Naturiol Cymru yn ogystal â 
chynrychiolwyr y sector coedwigaeth a byddaf yn cadw golwg ar y meysydd allweddol gyda 
nhw.  Rwy’n hyderus y gallwn ddisgwyl ymlaen at gymryd camau positif a ffrwythlon ymlaen 
yn hyn o beth.  
 
Yn gywir  
 
 
 
 

 
 
Carl Sargeant AC / AM 
Y Gweinidog Cyfoeth Naturiol 
Minister for Natural Resources  
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Mae cyfyngiadau ar y ddogfen hon
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